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1 INTRODUCTION
This document briefly describes the operation, design and interfaces of the "Duct Vehicle", and its
associated remote handling equipment. This equipment is being designed by Spar Aerospace Ltd. for the
Divertor Test Platform as part of ITER R&D Project L-7. Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project
funds this work as part of the Canadian contribution to ITER. This document describes the equipment
design status at the September 1996 design review. The duct vehicle system is expected to consist of the
following elements:

a) a rail-mounted duct vehicle with a two-axis lift

b) a manipulator adapter for the duct vehicle

c) a rail adapter for the duct vehicle

d) bolt, cutting and gripper tools

e) control equipment for the vehicle system

f) an operator console

g) development mock-up equipment

The Canadian portion of the Bore Tools System (BTS), a tool system associated with the pipes in the duct,
consists of a STEM-based bore tool deployer

All items are proof-of-principle type equipment required for maintenance experiments in the Divertor Test
Platform (DTP). All of the design requirements were derived from ITER operations in the Divertor and
Equatorial maintenance ducts with clarifications and simplifications consistent with the DTP aims.

Figure 1-1 shows an overview of the hardware elements with their development mock-ups, except for the
robot, tooling and control equipment. Section 2.0 provides a system overview and Section 3.0 explains
typical operations with this equipment. Sections 4.0, 5.0 and 6.0 summarise the mechanical system
design, controller electrical design and controller software system design respectively. Section 7.0 defines
the key interfaces with the DTP mock-up and summarises the interface assumptions.

The Appendices provide additional information on the design. Appendix A provides interface data and
concept drawings. Vehicle, manipulator and rail adapter drawings are provided in Appendix B. Appendix
C provides additional data on the STEM technology.
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2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The product tree for the DTP proof-of-principle duct maintenance equipment is shown in Figure 2-1. An
overview of this equipment is provided in this section. The equipment can be looked at in three parts, a
duct vehicle system, and associated equipment, that works on ITER divertor maintenance ducts, a bore
tools system that works on the divertor cooling pipes which run through that duct, and a control
equipment suite that controls the equipment from a remote location. The duct vehicle system has four
main elements described below, the vehicle, its manipulator, its rail handler, and its tools. The system is
being designed to fulfill the following operational goals while working in the divertor maintenance duct
mockup in the DTP;

• Undo the mounting bolts on the cryostat closure plate
• Remove the cryostat closure plate
• Deploy a section of radial rail
• Undo the mounting bolts for the vacuum vessel closure plate
• Cut the vacuum seal on the vacuum vessel closure plate
• Remove the vacuum vessel closure plate
• Deploy a second section of radial rail
• Move the cut sections of central cassette cooling pipes together (with aid of the radial tractor)
• Access the second cassette locking bolts (with undefined tool)

More information on the operation is included in section 3.0.

2.1 Duct Vehicle Overview

The duct vehicle is a remotely operated rail-mounted electric vehicle designed to drive along a rail, lift an
8 tonne payload upwards 0.55 m, and pitch an 8 tonne payload forward 2 degrees and backwards 47
degrees. The vehicle is 3.4 m long by 0.9 m wide by 2.0 m high. It interfaces with the ITER divertor duct
rail, the manipulator adapter plate, the rail adapter plate, the ITER divertor duct plugs and doors, and the
control equipment. Figure 2.1-1 shows a drawing of the vehicle. Figure 2.1-2 shows an exploded view of
the main parts of the vehicle.

The vehicle has three main axes, a main vehicle translation, a payload lift, and a payload pitch. It can
translate along its rail at up to 50 mm/s. A pinion drive engages with the duct rail gear rack to drive the
vehicle along the rail, or alternatively the vehicle can be pushed or pulled by an external tractor by
disengaging the pinion drive. The translation drive provides up to 20,000 N of push or pull force for such
tasks as door removal. The lift mechanism includes a door-latch drive actuator and a pick-up interface.
The door-latch actuator engages and disengages a door latch mechanism, and the pick-up interface allows
the vehicle to engage either a duct door, a remote manipulator adapter, or a rail adapter for lifting sections
of removable rail. The door-latch actuator also serves as the connector mating drive mechanism for
exchanging power, video and data with the manipulator adapter. The pitch axis serves two functions,
aligning the payload with the duct structure, and pitching the payload back to reduce the overall
clearances needed as it moves back down the duct. Absolute position sensors on each motion axis enable a
payload to be re-positioned within +/- 1 mm. On-board limit switches are used to detect when the vehicle
is approaching the end of the rail, when the pitch axis is aligned with an adapter plate or door, when the
pick-up interface is aligned with an adapter plate or door, and when the door latch actuator has extended,
retracted or mated a connector.

Two on-board catrack-type umbilical handlers are used to manage the cables in the lift and pitch axes. A
third 15 m long catrack umbilical handler is attached to the back of the vehicle to manage the cables along
the rail.

A vacuum cleaning system will be added to the vehicle and interfaced to the manipulator adapter to enable
debris to be collected during cutting operations. The vehicle also has a small air supply and a small water
pump to support the manipulator and its tools.

Four pan-tilt unit/camera/lens systems provided by ENEA are mounted on the front of the vehicle - two
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are located on the top of the moveable lift section while two are fixed on the vehicle frame. Flood lights
for general scene viewing and spot lights for detailed viewing are also provided. An omni-directional
microphone will be located at the front of the vehicle to pick up sounds which may assist an operator
perform duct maintenance tasks.

The vehicle has lifting eyes to allow it to be handled by the crane in the DTP hall, using ENEA supplied
slings.

2.2 Manipulator Adapter

The manipulator adapter is comprised of the following:

a) an adapter plate and connector,

b) a manipulator with its force/moment sensor and tool exchange plate,

c) three tool holders.

It interfaces with the duct vehicle pick-up and connector interface, the manipulator adapter stand and the
control equipment.

The manipulator adapter can be picked up by the vehicle or loaded onto the vehicle by an overhead crane.
It mates with the duct vehicle through the common pick-up interface on the back of the plate. The on-
board vehicle limit switches indicate when the plate is fully aligned and when the adapter plate connector
is mechanically mated. Electrical mating is confirmed by an electrical loop back in the connector. The
connector provides power, data, video, gas and coolant services to the manipulator and its tools. The plate
is sized to avoid blocking the duct vehicle camera views.

An electric industrial robot is used as the manipulator. Figure 2.2-1 shows a view of that robot in a test
setup. The robot has 6 degrees of freedom, a 45 kg payload capacity at full acceleration and speed along
with a repeatability of less than 0.5 mm, a 1.7 m fully extended workspace, the capability to reach over
backwards and fail-safe brakes. The use of the industrial robot limits the cable length from the controller
to the robot.

A force/moment sensor mounted on the robot wrist provides sensor feedback to an operator to facilitate
alignment of tools with the worksite. The sensor has an accuracy of 2 N and overload protection up to
16000 N or 1700 Nm. A tool exchange plate mounted after the force/moment sensor enables tools to be
exchanged on the manipulator and provides power, data, video, gas and coolant services to the tools.
Electrical mating with a tool is confirmed by an electrical loop back in the tool half of the tool exchange
plate.

The tool holders are passive mechanical structures which rely on gravity, aided by simple passive
mechanisms, to keep the tools in place. Space on the adapter plate for three tools is currently provided
within the workspace of the robot. The tool holders are customised for each tool. Figure 2.2-2 shows an
example tool holder concept.

2.3 Rail Adapter

The rail adapter is a passive frame which allows the vehicle lift mechanism to lift sections of radial rail. It
is capable of supporting a section of rail 1.2 metres long weighing 1.5 tonnes, and it restrains the rail from
swaying during transport by the vehicle. It interfaces with the duct vehicle pick-up interface, the ITER
removable rail section, and the rail adapter stand.

It can be picked up by the vehicle or loaded onto the vehicle by an overhead crane. It mates with the duct
vehicle through the common pick-up interface on the back of the plate. The on-board vehicle limit
switches indicate when the plate is fully aligned and when the adapter plate connector is mechanically
mated. The plate is sized to avoid blocking the duct vehicle camera views. Figure 2.3-1 shows the rail
adapter.

The removable rail section has two sets of interfaces, a lower set which mates with the base of
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the mockup, and a top set which mates with the vehicle. Figure 2.3-2 shows a typical section of removable
rail. The section is sized to be exactly an even number of rack teeth long so that the rack butts together
cleanly in a tooth trough at each end. The lower face of the rail section has 4 alignment features to center
the section in its location, and 4 bolts which tie down the rail to the mockup. The top of the section has
two sets of features added to the basic rail profile, two lift features which mate with the rail adapter, and
four captive bolts which mate with the bolt tool and it's torque reaction feature. The top of the section also
has four lifting eyes to allow it to be placed or removed from in front of the vehicle using the DTP crane
and ENEA supplied slings.

2.4 Manipulator Tools

The manipulator tools interface to the manipulator via a modified industrial remote tool exchange plate
system. When not in use, the tools are stored on a rack which is placed just below the base of the
manipulator.

2.4.1 Bolt Tool

The bolt tool is an electric torque tool designed to remove and install captive M24 bolts with the defined
torque reaction interface on the rail sections and the doors. An automotive assembly tool and controller
will be modified to make it compatible with the robot tool exchange plate, its tool holder and the bolt
interface. The tool provides a torque of between 25 and 250 Nm using programmable speed and torque
application profiles. The use of an industrial tool controller limits the cable length between the controller
and the tool. The torque and number of turns will be provided to the operator to monitor the operation of
the tool.

The bolt tool and its mating interface are designed to avoid reacting torque through the robot, to keep the
bolt captive in the interface, and to improve operator awareness by separating bolt tool to work site
interface alignment from socket head to bolt head alignment. Socket head to bolt head alignment occurs
when the tool rotation begins using an automated feature in the tool. Three versions of the tool to bolt
interface have been mocked up and are being evaluated and tested as part of the next phase of work.
Figures 2.4.1-1, Figure 2.4.1-2, and 2.4.1-3 show the three interface mockups.

2.4.2 Seal Cutting Tool

A seal cutting tool is being designed to cut the welded vacuum seals on the vacuum closure plate. The tool
interfaces with the robot tool exchange plate, its tool holder and the seal interface. Tools for both lip and
plate vacuum seals have been investigated. Since the ITER seal interface is not yet fully defined, three tool
prototypes will be tested. The three tools are a nibbler, suitable for working on lip type seals, a large disc
cutter suitable for lip and plate type seals, and an end mill suitable for removing lip or plate seals from
their supporting structure. A laser cutting tool was ruled out from the development following concerns of
the effects of small droplets of metal which form on the trailing edge of the plate edge during cutting. As
the two plates being cut must be completely aligned to get a good weld it was felt that these Snorters"
would form in between the plates in some cases both hindering the ability to separate the seal but also
making it harder to get a good quality weld. It was felt that this could result in considerable extra
development to prove the laser tool for all seal geometries and conditions.

The nibbler is rated to cut up to 5mm thick stainless steel plate with 6mm wide cuts running at 300 cuts
per minute. The nibbler cutters are proven to have a life of over 1000 ft before they need sharpening, a
considerable improvement of the technology used for lip seal cutting at JET. The nibbler can only be used
for the lip weld on the lip type seal. The nibbler produces larger pieces of swarf debris which have been
shown to be relatively easy to pick up from the cut site.

The disc cutter uses a 7" cutting wheel and has variable torque and speed. The disc can be run at up to
8000 rpm using the tool's 2 hp motor. The disc cutter can be applied to both the lip and the seal mount
weld on the lip type seal as well as both welds on the plate type seal option. The disc cutter produces fine
swarf debris which will be hard to completely pick up.
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The mill tool runs at a variable speed from 70 to 2800 rpm and can create a cut depth of 6mm. It needs a
water mist lubrication on its tool with an expected tool life between 100 in and 100 ft dependent on cut
geometry and restraint conditions. It is capable of cutting all welds on both seal types but produces
medium sized swarf debris which is spread over a wide fan angle from the tool making it harder to
capture and remove.

Following the development tests on the three tool types in the next phase, it is expected that only one of
the three options will be brought forward for testing on DTP. Figures 2.4.2-1 and 2.4.2-2 show two of
these tools.

2.4.3 Gripper Tool

The gripper tool is a tool designed to move sections of pipe within the divertor duct. The tool interfaces
with the robot tool exchange plate, its tool holder and the pipe. Access to the pipe, the bellows spring
force and the mass of any section of pipe need to be considered when using the tool. The current
prototype tool concept is has a parallel jaw gripper with a gripper travel from 75 mm (3") to 180 mm (7").

2.5 Control Equipment

The control equipment consists of the power conditioning, relay circuits, control computers and amplifiers
for the vehicle, manipulator, force/moment sensor, tools and lights. The pan/tilt unit, camera and lens
system and microphone wiring passes through the control cabinets to the operator console, but is not
interfaced with the control equipment.

Figure 2.5 shows the controller equipment for the divertor duct vehicle system. The control equipment is
divided into two cabinets and an operator console which house the various components. The first cabinet
has 20 m of cables from it to the back of the vehicle. It houses the commercial off-the-shelf control
equipment for the robot, bolt tool and force/moment sensor. The second cabinet as 30m of cable between it
and the first cabinet. It is being placed near the ENEA control room and it houses the custom control
equipment for system power conditioning, system control, duct vehicle control and other tooling control.
The operator console has 10 m of cable separating it from the second control cabinet. The use of two
cabinets reduced equipment costs by avoiding customisation of the commercial off-the-shelf equipment.

There are three main cable harnesses. One harness extends from the vehicle through the catrack umbilical
to the first cabinet. The second harness extends from the first cabinet to the second cabinet. The third
extends from the second cabinet to the operator console. The second cabinet and the operator console will
be interfaced to ENEA site power.

One set of track limit switches on-board the vehicle, low level control computer watchdog timers, an
operator console, and local emergency stops are wired to a programmable logic controller which will
disable power when activated. This provides a system safing control path in parallel to the main control
computers. Additional failure detection will be provided in the main control software to safe the system
when failure conditions arise. This includes loss of communication between the low level control
computers (e.g. drive control computers, hand controller) and high level control computers (e.g. system
control and operator console personal computers)., as well as more traditional failure detection approaches
such as drive voltage and current limit checks. However, it is assumed that the typical robotic industry
personnel safeguarding approaches will be provided at the DTP (e.g. safety barriers).

The operator interface consists of a graphical user interface, translational and a rotational rate hand
controllers, a hard switch and power status panel, a speaker, video monitors, and controllers for the
pan/tilt units, cameras and lenses. The operator console will be interfaced to control cabinet #2 and to the
vehicle video systems and microphone. The hard switch panel contains an emergency stop in addition to
power enable/disable switches for the vehicle, manipulator and tools. Except for video system control, the
hand controllers provide features for operating the duct vehicle system without the need to use a keyboard.
These features include rate limiting selection, tool start/stop and a mini-joystick and forefinger trigger for
selecting a feature on the graphical user interface. Except for light selection, ENEA will provide the video
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equipment controllers and video display monitors.

2.6 Bore Tool Deployer

The Bore tool deployer is a based on STEM technology. The bore tool deployer interfaces to its mount and
its tools. It is connected to an independent, CEA supplied, control system. Early pipe designs had curved
pipes which would require modifications to the STEM. The currently proposed straight pipe design
enables the use of a conventional single layer 79 mm (3.12') diameter BiSTEM to deploy the bore tools.
Figure 2.6-1 shows the outline of that 3.12" BiSTEM boom tool deployer. This pipe concept uses the bore
tool to cut the pipes before the curved section entering the divertor and then uses the manipulator with the
gripper tool to bend the pipes relative to the divertor. The 3.12" BiSTEM deployer is expected to weigh
about ISOkg. It has a stainless steel boom which extends up to 10 metres into the pipe.

2.7 Development Mock-Ups

Development mock-ups are designed for proof testing the duct vehicle system. These items are not
expected to be deliverable to the DTP. They comprise of the following:

a) A door in a mounting frame. The approximately 1.25 m wide by 2.5 m high door has a common pick-
up interface and door latch adapter which interface with the duct vehicle. Weights can be added to the
door to increase its mass up to 8 tonnes. The door to door frame clearance is 10 mm horizontally on
both sides and 20 mm clearance vertically. The door to door frame interface includes alignment
chamfers, a i m length of lip seal on the flange, a captive bolt, a spring return door latch driven by
the duct vehicle door latch drive, and accommodation for a door lock seal. Shims 2 mm thick will be
added to simulate the misalignment of the rail with respect to the door frame.

b) A length of rail which includes one test rail segment as it passes through the door frame. The 1.3 m
long removable rail segment has alignment guides and captive bolts for interfacing it to the fixed rail
and handles for interfacing it with the rail adapter.

c) A pipe section which consists of a fixed and a removable section supported on simple stands. The 1.5
m long removable section includes alignment guides and, possibly an interface to the pipe gripper
tool. The pipe mock-up alignment guides can be re-oriented to remove the pipe section horizontally or
vertically.
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Figure 2.2-1: MANIPULATOR IN TEST SETUP
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Figure 2.2.-2: TOOL HOLDER CONCEPT
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Figure 2.6-1: BISTEM BOOM TOOL DEPLOYER
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3 SYSTEM OPERATION
The planned proof-of-principle duct maintenance operations are a critical subset of the reactor remote
handling operations. These operations were chosen to demonstrate key activities and will be carried out in
the Divertor Test Platform (DTP). The duct maintenance equipment was designed to provide access to the
divertor in the DTP using the following operations,

a) Deploy the bore tool to cut the divertor pipes

b) Remove the vacuum closure plate

c) Bridge the door frame with a rail section

d) Move the coolant pipes to enable divertor removal.

e) Lift undefined (EU supply) tools to unlock the divertor locking bolts.

These operations can also be reversed to evaluate duct closure. These operations are as follows:

a) Lift an undefined (EU supply) tool to lock the divertor locking bolts

b) Move the coolant pipes back into position for welding with bore tool.

c) Clear the door frame of the rail section.

d) Install the vacuum closure plate

e) Deploy the bore tool to weld the pipes.

3.1 Bore Tool Deployment

The pipes leading to the divertor will be cut by bore tools using the following operation steps:

a) A local operator will manually install the bore tools.

The local operator will open the ends of the duct pipes, mount the cutting bore tool on the
bore tool deployer and mount the bore tool and deployer onto its pipe mount.

b) The operator will cut the duct pipes.

A local or remote operator will command the bore tool to deploy and cut the remote section
of pipe.

3.2 Vacuum Closure Plate Removal/ Installation

Vacuum plate removal will be performed using the following operational steps:

a) The operator will initialise the remote vehicle.

The remote vehicle operator will power up and drive the vehicle, previously located on the
rail, towards the duct opening to the crane location.

b) The operator will install the manipulator on the duct vehicle.

A local or remote operator will command the crane to pick up the manipulator adapter from
its storage stand and locate it on the duct vehicle. The remote operator will confirm
alignment using the pick-up interface limit switches. Once confirmed, the remote operator
will command the door latch/connector drive mechanism to mate the connectors between the
duct vehicle and manipulator adapter plate. The operator will confirm connector mating by a
connector mating limit switch signal and the electrical mating by means of a loop back
signal.
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c) The operator will initialise the manipulator for door bolt removal.

The remote operator will power up the manipulator and acquire the bolt tool from the tool
holder. The manipulator may be commanded using an automatic motion if the tool location
is calibrated or using the hand controllers, camera views and force/moment sensor data if the
tool location is not calibrated. The operator will confirm tool acquisition by an electrical loop
back signal through the tool. The operator will temporarily stow the manipulator in a
configuration which avoids collisions with the duct during duct vehicle motion. The remote
operator will drive the vehicle forwards using the hand controllers. The operator will stop
the vehicle at a visual cue located on the rail using the vehicle cameras.

d) The manipulator will undo the bolts around the edge of the door.

The remote operator will activate the force-moment accommodation control feature and use
the hand controllers, camera viewing information, and force sensor data to guide the bolt
tool onto one of the door bolt interfaces. The operator will then confirm the bolt interface has
been engaged and start up the bolt tool in its index mode while causing the manipulator to
press onto the interface to allow the socket to fully engage on the bolt head. The
manipulator, camera viewing, and tool torque information will be used to confirm this has
been successfully done before the tool is commanded to undo the bolt. The bolt rotation
information from the tool and the visual cue on the bolt interface will be monitored to
confirm the bolt has been undone successfully. When this has happened the operator will
withdraw the tool from the interface and deactivate the force-moment accommodation. This
same sequence is followed to undo subsequent bolts, in a predetermined sequence around the
door frame.

e) The operator will initialise the manipulator for door seal cutting.

The remote operator will power up the manipulator, place the bolt tool on it's tool holder,
and pick up the door seal cutter tool from the tool holder. The manipulator may be
commanded using a automatic motion if the tool holder locations are calibrated or using the
hand controllers, camera views and force/moment sensor data if the tool holder locations are
not calibrated. The operator will confirm tool acquisition by an electrical loop back signal
through the tool. The remote operator will drive the vehicle forwards using the hand
controllers. The operator will stop the vehicle at a visual cue located on the rail using the
vehicle cameras.

f) The manipulator will cut the weld seal around the edge of the door.

The remote operator will define the location of the seal by maneuvering the tool to touch the
seal at selected locations. The operator will use the hand controllers, camera viewing
information, audio feedback, force sensor data, and possibly a tool limit switch to guide the
arm. The operator will then power the tool and the manipulator with the cutting tool will
follow the path.

g) The operator will remove the manipulator from the vehicle.

The remote operator will stow the cutting tool in the tool holder, stow the manipulator and
back the vehicle into the maintenance cell to the overhead crane location. A local or remote
crane operator will remove the manipulator adapter from the duct vehicle and place it on a
stand fixed to the floor or the wall.

h) The operator will align the vehicle with the door.

The remote operator will initialise the pitch and lift axes of the vehicle and drive it forwards
until one of the pitch axis limit switches indicates contact with the door frame. The operator
will adjust the pitch axis angle and slowly advance the vehicle until both pitch axis limit
switches indicate contact. The operator will raise the lift until the pick-up interface limit
switches indicate contact.
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i) The operator will remove the door from its frame.

The operator will drive the door latch actuator forward until the limit switch indicates that
the door latch is released. The operator will then lift the door by a pre-determined distance to
clear the door frame. Camera views and audio feedback may be used to monitor the latch
release and the lift.

j) The operator will remove the door from the duct.

The remote operator will back the vehicle a pre-determined distance, pitch it backwards a
pre-determined angle to clear the rail, and then continue to drive the vehicle backwards into
the maintenance cell to the overhead crane location. A local or remote crane operator will
remove the door from the duct vehicle and place it on a stand fixed to the floor or the wall.

The operational steps will be reversed to install the door, except welding would be performed instead of
cutting. The bolt tightening sequence will be planned for correct torquing, and the door will be centered in
its frame by releasing it onto the alignment guides on its base. Manual, as opposed to remote manipulator-
based, welding will be performed for the DTP testing.

3.3 Door Frame Bridging or Clearing

The door frames will be bridged with rail sections using the operational procedure as follows:

a) The operator will install the rail adapter and rail section on the vehicle.

A local or remote crane operator will lift the rail adapter and rail section from its storage
location and place it on the duct vehicle. The details of these crane operations are being
planned by ENEA. The remote operator will confirm alignment using the pick-up interface
limit switches..

b) The operator will place the rail section across the door frame.

The remote operator will advance the vehicle until the visual cue is observed in the duct
vehicle camera field of view. The operator will then lower the rail section into the alignment
guides. The duct vehicle camera views will be monitored to ensure alignment. Alignment
will be confirmed when the rail section and rail tops are aligned.

c) The operator will remove the rail adapter from the vehicle.

The remote operator will back the vehicle into the maintenance cell to the overhead crane
location. A local or remote crane operator will remove the rail adapter from the duct vehicle
and place it on a stand fixed to the floor or the wall.

d) The operator will install the manipulator adapter on the vehicle.

As above.

e) The operator will initialise the manipulator for fastening the rail section.

The remote operator will power up the manipulator and acquire the bolting tool from the tool
holder. The manipulator may be commanded using a automatic motion if the tool location is
calibrated or using the hand controllers, camera views and force/moment sensor data if the
tool location is not calibrated. The operator will confirm tool acquisition by an electrical loop
back signal through the tool. The operator will temporarily stow the manipulator in a
configuration which avoids collisions with the duct during vehicle motion. The remote
operator will advance the vehicle to the rail section using the hand controllers. The operator
will stop the vehicle at a visual cue located on the rail using the vehicle cameras.
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f) The operator will command the manipulator to fasten the rail section.

The remote operator will activate the force/moment accommodation control feature and use
the hand controllers, camera viewing information and force sensor data to guide the bolt tool
onto one of the four bolt interfaces. The operator will power up the tool, rotate the bolt tool to
align with the head of the bolt and then fasten the rail section. The operator will monitor the
bolt interface visual indicator, number of turns and bolt torque to confirm fastening. After
withdrawing the bolt tool force/moment accommodation will be deactivated. This operation
will be repeated for the other bolt interfaces.

This operation will be repeated for each rail section in the ITER reactor or during DTP testing. These
operation steps are reversed to remove the rail section at the completion of the divertor maintenance
operation.

3.4 Coolant Pipe Movement

The coolant pipes will be moved to enable the divertor to be removed. These pipes were cut previously
using the bore tool. The proposed operational procedure is the following:

a) The operator will initialise the manipulator for moving the pipes.

The manipulator adapter and bolt tool will remain on the vehicle after fastening the rail
sections. The operator will temporarily stow the manipulator in a configuration which avoids
collisions with the duct during vehicle motion. The remote operator will advance the vehicle
to the pipe section using the hand controllers. The operator will stop the vehicle at a visual
cue located on the rail using the vehicle cameras.

b) The operator will unfasten the pipe which blocks divertor removal.

The remote operator will activate force/moment accommodation control feature and use the
hand controllers, camera viewing information and force sensor data to guide the bolt tool
onto one of the bolt interfaces. The operator will then rotate the bolt tool to align with the
head of the bolt and command the tool to unfasten one end of the pipe section. The operator
will monitor the bolt interface visual indicator, number of turns and bolt torque to confirm
unfastening. The operator will withdraw the bolt tool and deactivate force/moment
accommodation.

c) The operator will initialise the manipulator to move the pipe which blocks divertor removal.

The operator will power down the bolt tool and exchange the bolt tool with the pipe gripper
tool. The manipulator may be commanded using an automatic motion if the tool location is
calibrated or using the hand controllers and force/moment sensor data if the tool location is
not calibrated. The operator will confirm tool acquisition by an electrical loop back signal
through the tool. If necessary to move the vehicle, the operator will temporarily stow the
manipulator in a configuration which avoids collisions with the duct during vehicle motion
and the operator will relocate the vehicle.

d) The operator will move the pipe.

The operator will align the pipe gripper tool with its interfaces based upon camera views and
force/moment sensor data. The operator will power up the tool and command the tool to pull
the pipe towards the wall. Once aligned with the wall, the operator will command the pipe
gripper tool to clamp the pipe in place. Details of this operation are awaiting definition by
ITER of pipe supports.

This operation will be repeated for both pipes. The operational steps will be reversed to align the pipe with
the new pipe prior to welding with the bore tool.
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4 MECHANICAL SYSTEM DESIGN
The mechanical design has been considered in the following parts; Vehicle, manipulator adapter plate,
Rail adapter, Tools, Bore Tools Deployer, and development mockups.

4.1 Vehicle Design
The Duct Vehicle is a remotely operated rail-mounted vehicle designed to drive and lift a 8 tonne payload,
and pitch loads up to 8 tonnes. The lift mechanism includes a door-latch actuator and a pick-up interface.
The door-latch actuator disengages a door latch mechanism, and the pick-up interface allows the vehicle
to engage either a Duct Door, a Remote Manipulator, or sections of removable rail. The motive force for
vehicle travel through the duct is provided by an electric motor driving a pinion gear along a floor
mounted rack, or alternatively can be supplied by a simple external tractor. In addition to the lift
mechanism, the vehicle is provided with a pitch mechanism to allow the lift mechanism (and payload) to
be tilted forward 2 degrees and back to a 47 degree angle. The pitch/lift mechanisms are mounted to the
frame through a pivot and bearings. The vehicle design includes all associated actuators, motors, sensors,
service cables and connections.

A preliminary stress analysis has been completed for the vehicle in order to size the primary load
supporting members. In general, principal stresses for major structural members have been analysed and
are less than allowable stresses (the lesser of 1/3 of yield stress or 1/5 of ultimate stress for the material)
when subjected to the design load. For the proof load, stresses are less than the specified material yield
stress. Where detailed design analysis indicates localised stresses greater than allowable, additional
reinforcement will be added.

In general, where welded fabrication is employed welds shall be continuous; stitch welding will not be
used. However no attempt has been made in the design to completely seal the framework to eliminate
potential entrapment of debris. Exposed surfaces shall be protected against corrosion.
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4.1.1 Vehicle Structure and Drive Mechanism

4.1.1.1 Requirements/Capabilities

Axis of Movement

Loads/Forces

Speed

Control

Travel

Duty

Horizontal Translation

8 tonne payload nominal
20000 N horizontal thrust force
20000 N braking force

variable 1 to 50 mm/sec

position control with absolute position sensing within +/-1 mm

15000 mm travel on rail

5000 metres with 8 tonne payload

4.1.1.2 Configuration

The vehicle is comprised of a central "backbone" supported on six wheels; each equipped with roller
bearings. The wheels are tapered to keep the vehicle aligned on the rails. Balance of the vehicle is
maintained using a counterbalance weight mounted at the rear of the frame, over a pair of wheels. The
end to end length is approximately 3.4 metres.

The drive system consists of a pinion acting on a central floor mounted rack. The pinion is driven
through a gear train by a servo motor.

Some key features of the design are as follows:

a) The pitch pivot is located equally spaced between the two front wheel pairs in order to more evenly
distribute the load between the wheels when moving the potentially heavier equatorial style of door.

b) The linear drive pinion is located equally spaced between the middle and rear wheel pairs in order to
minimise possible effects of 2 mm step in the track.

c) The linear drive pinion has been mounted through the frame instead of above it so that its motor and
gearbox are low enough that they don't interfere with the pitch mechanism.

d) In order to optimise the linear drive motor for torque and speed, an overall reduction of 1044:1 is
used between the motor and drive pinion.

e) Due to spatial constraints, a single axle shaft is used for each pair of wheels. Each shaft is supported
by two bearings mounted inboard of the wheels.

f) Torque required at the drive pinion: 4660 N-m (41200 in-lb) at pinion speed of 2.35 rpm

g) Required motor torque: 5.09 N-m (45 in-lb) at 2450 rpm

4.1.1.3 Construction

The backbone of the frame is a box section formed by welding plates to two C-channels. This method
provides a compact frame on which to mount the wheels, the counterbalance weights, and the pivot
frame. This method of construction adds some torsional rigidity to the frame, and allows for extra
reinforcement to be easily added by welding additional plates at any higher stressed areas along the length
of the section.
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4.1.2 Vehicle Lift Mechanism

4.1.2.1 Requirements/Capabilities

Axis of Movement

Loads/Forces

Speed

Control

Travel

Duty

Vertical translation

design load 8 tonnes 600 mm from pick-up interface
20000 N horizontal thrust force

1 mm/sec maximum

position control with 1 mm resolution and absolute position sensing
accuracy +/- 0.5 mm

0.55 metre stroke

10000 lift/lower cycles, full stroke and full load

4.1.2.2 Configuration

Vertical lift is accomplished through a frame translating on linear bearings, and actuated by a ball screw
jack. Power for the jack is provided by a servo motor driven through a right angle gearbox.

Some key features include:

a) A single screw jack is used on the lift mechanism to minimise the number of drive components and to
eliminate misalignments which could occur due to timing of two jacks. The jack is capable of
exerting a force of 27 tonnes (30 tons); the maximum dynamic load on the jack is 20 tonnes (22 tons).

b) The jack is positioned directly above the pitch pivot bearings for optimum load distribution through
the pitch frame and to provide sufficient space for location of the manipulator connector plate.

c) The linear bearings are heavy duty type with equal load ratings in both tension and compression. As
a result only two rails and four bearings are required for this application where during a lift the top
bearing is in compression and the bottom is in tension. The calculated maximum load on each
bearing is 9.2 tonnes (10.1 tons).

d) The vertical distance between the bearings has been maximised, thereby reducing the force on the
bearings to a minimum.

e) The jack screw motor is provided with a brake which has a holding capacity with a 100% margin.

4.1.2.3 Construction

The vertical lift frame is a box-frame welded fabrication, using a combination of plate and hollow
structural steel. Machined surfaces are provided for mounting the linear bearing rails. A cantilever arm
transmits the lifting force from the screw jack nut to the lift frame.
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4.1.3 Vehicle Pitch Mechanism

4.1.3.1 Requirements/Capabilities

Axis of Movement

Loads/Forces

Speed

Control

Travel

Duty

Vertical translation

design load 8 tonnes 200 mm from pick-up interface
20000 N horizontal thrust force

1 degree/sec maximum

position control with 1 degree resolution and absolute angular position
sensing accuracy +/- 0.5 degree

+2 to -45 degree pitch

10000 lift/lower cycles, full stroke and full load

4.1.3.2 Configuration

The pitch system consists of a pitch frame and a pitch actuator and motor. The pitch frame pivots on a
single shaft supported by two flanged bearings bolted to the main vehicle frame. The pitch actuator is a
ball screw jack with a translating screw acting through a yoke on pivots attached to the pitch frame. The
fixed end of the pitch actuator is pinned to a mounting frame which is bolted to the main vehicle frame.

Some key features include:

a) The yoke brings the pivot point directly onto the center line of the pitch pivot to minimise stroke and
optimise jack angle. This geometry keeps the length of the jack short enough so that it fits within the
overall vehicle length with minimal interference with the counterbalance.

b) Struts are provided for locking the pitch actuator out of the load path when lifting the equatorial style
door. The anchor points for the struts are incorporated into the pitch actuator mounting frame.

c) The pitch actuator motor is provided with a brake which has a holding capacity with a 100% payload
margin. The maximum force required by the pitch actuator is 6.55 tonnes (7.2 tons); the actuator is
capable of exerting a force of 9.1 tonnes (10 tons).

4.1.3.3 Construction

The pitch frame is constructed from a combination of hollow structural steel sections and plate which is
welded together to form a rigid frame. Gussets have been added below the lift actuator on the pitch frame
to transfer the large vertical lift force to the pitch bearings. Due to the geometry of the pitch mechanism,
the pitch actuator screw is always in tension under load.

4.1.4 Vehicle Pick-Up Interface

4.1.4.1 Requirements/Capabilities

The vehicle pick-up interface provides the means for lifting and holding the payload during maneuvering
operations. The following requirements have been incorporated into the design:

a) It is structurally capable of retaining the payload during movement of the vehicle and operation of the
lift and pitch mechanisms.
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b) It is provided with electrical signals to indicate when the pick-up interface is aligned in pitch and yaw
directions prior to operation of the lift mechanism.

c) It is provided with electrical signals to indicate when the mating halves of the pick-up interface have
aligned vertically during operation of the lift mechanism.

d) Pan-tilt camera units provide an unobstructed view of the pick-up interfaces, the door lock actuator
alignment and engagement, and the visual cues mounted on the rails.

e) It has a design load of 20000 kg with a center of gravity located 600 mm from the door vertical
reference face.

f) It can withstand a horizontal force of 20000 N on the interface.

4.1.4.2 Configuration

The pick-up interface is provided with mating flanges to interface with the tabs on the door, the
manipulator adapter plate, and the rail adapter. The mating flanges are bolted to the lifting plate to allow
some flexibility of design. Some of the key design features of the system include:

a) Mounting space for the upper cameras has been provided on the upper lifting frame for optimum
viewing when operating the manipulator.

b) Mounting space for the lower cameras has been provided on the pitch frame below the area occupied
by the manipulator adapter plate, and independent of the lift mechanism, which gives the cameras an
unobstructed view.

4.1.4.3 Construction

The pick-up interface flanges are bolted to the lifting frame using six high tensile strength bolts for each
flange. The two lower flanges carry the weight of the door, while the top flange resists the overturning
moment of the door.

4.1.5 Vehicle Door Latch/Connector Drive Mechanism

4.1.5.1 Requirements/Capabilities

The Vehicle Door Latch Actuator is required to insert itself into the door latch mechanism as necessary to
disengage the door lock. The following required design features are included:

a) electrical limit switches

b) hard stops

c) the retracted position provides 10 mm clearance between the door face and the lock/unlock plunger

d) the retracted position provides 60 mm clearance between the faces of the connector plates

e) misalignments of +/- 5 mm and +/-1 degree between the actuator and door lock mechanism can be
accommodated

4.1.5.2 Configuration/Construction

The door lock/unlock plunger is capable of exerting a force of up to 1800 N. The mechanism pushes a
door latch interface from a position flush with the door to one 50mm recessed into the door. The
mechanism has been designed such that a single electric motor is used for both the door latch operator and
the connector advancing mechanism.
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4.2 Manipulator Adapter Plate

4.2.1 Requirements/Capabilities

The Manipulator Adapter Plate provides mounting for the manipulator on its front face, and a pick-up
interface on its back face which mates with the vehicle pick-up interface. Connectors are provided for the
manipulator and tool umbilical on the rear face, and mountings are provided on the front face for tool
holders.

4.2.2 Configuration/Construction

The pick-up interface consists of three tabs that align with the corresponding flanges of the vehicle pick-
up interface. The clearance in the pick-up interface has been minimised to provide precise positioning
relative to the vehicle centerline.

A cut-out is provided for the manipulator connector, and the connector plate (to be supplied by Spar) is
shown. A spatial envelope has been provided for mounting the fixed half of the connector.

Lifting points have been provided for handling.

Tool Holders are passive devices with spring clamps. These holders have switches mounted in them to
show if a tool is in place. The tool holders are located at the lower edge of the adapter plate.

The manipulator is an off the shelf industrial arm with 6 degrees of freedom and a nominal payload of 45
Kg. It can carry higher payloads at less than its full speed.

The adapter plate sits on a mounting stand when not in use.

4.3 Rail Adapter

4.3.1 Requirements/Capabilities

The Rail Adapter is a passive frame which allows the vehicle lift mechanism to lift sections of rail.

It is capable of supporting a section of rail 1.2 metres long weighing 1.5 tonnes, and it restrains the rail
from swaying during transport by the vehicle.

It interfaces with the vehicle pick-up interface, the removable rail section, and the rail adapter stand.

4.3.2 Configuration/Construction

The Rail Adapter frame is a hollow structural steel fabrication welded to form a rigid frame. Lifting forks
are provided to interface with the removable rail section. Three tabs on the back of the frame provide
lifting points for the vehicle pick-up interface; these tabs are also used to support the frame on the Rail
Adapter Stand sub-assembly.

Lifting eyes allow ease of handling with a crane. The eyes are located at the center of gravity of the frame
to ensure vertical lift when attaching it to and removing it from the vehicle.

4.4 Manipulator Tools

ITER remote handling tasks require specific tools to perform maintenance tasks within the ducts and
vacuum vessel.

These tasks include bolting and unbolting removable sections of rail, bolting clamps for secondary door
seals as well as cutting and dressing primary seals on doors.

All remote tool applications will be performed with a manipulator mounted to the manipulator interface
plate which resides on the heavy lift skid. All relevant tools will be mounted to the manipulator interface
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plate on a rack within the reach envelope and directly below the manipulator. The tools will have a
standard three prong spring-locked ball-detent interface mechanism to allow the manipulator to reaction
lock the tools onto their specific tool holder location on the rack. Once the tool is captured in the tool
holder, the quick connect/disconnect interface to the robot wrist is pneumatically actuated to release the
tool side of the interface There are currently three tools that require placement on the rack and include :
bolt tool., seal cutter and gripper tool.

4.5 Bore Tool Deployer

The bore tool deployer is a modified 3.12" diameter BiSTEM mast unit. This unit has split drums to allow
a 1" thick umbilical to be passed up its center. The unit uses a non backdrivable gear drive from a DC
permanent magnet motor and gives deployed length feedback from a string potentiometer fixed to the
outside of the tape. The unit is designed to push a 25 Kg tool up to 10 metres into a 6" ID pipe. The tip
fitting for tool mounting has a simple 4 bolt interface using 0.25-20 bolts on 110mm PCD. The BiSTEM
deployer mechanism is mounted to a lifting frame, supplied by CEA on its edge using 0.25-20 bolts.
Control of the unit is being performed under a separate contract by CEA.

4.6 Development Mock-Ups

4.6.1 Requirements/Capabilities

The Door Mock-Up fulfills the following requirements:

a) door alignment does not require approach forces from the vehicle

b) the door frame prevents the door from contacting the seal during vehicle motion

c) the door lock accommodates door misalignments

d) the door surface or pick-up interface accommodates the vehicle pitch and vertical contact alignment
sensors

e) surfaces on the door and frame accommodate an external door seal

4.6.2 Configuration/Construction

The assembly consists of a door frame weldment and support structure, and a door weldment with variable
weights. Some features of the design are highlighted below:

a) Extraction hardstops were eliminated from the original concept as they are not required with the "J"
strip type of seal which has now been adopted.

b) The door clamp has been re-positioned relative to the door flange to allow the "J" seal to be positioned
symmetrically around the door opening.

c) The locating pins on the door and restraint frame have been re-positioned to avoid interference with
cameras during lifting.

d) M24 bolts at 200 mm centers are provided adjacent to the 3 metre length of the" J" seal.

e) Attachment is provided to the fixed rail section sub-frame to act as a restraint while under load.

f) Space is provided inside the door weldment to stack plates. This allows a variation in total weight up
to a maximum of 8 tonnes. A bolt-on bar retains the plates in position during moving and handling.
The additional load for the proof test will be added temporarily on the sides of the door, thereby
maintaining the center of gravity at 200 mm from the reference face.
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5 CONTROL EQUIPMENT DESIGN
Figure shows the controller equipment layout for the divertor duct vehicle system. This equipment consists
of the following:

a) Operator console

b) Controller cabinet #2

c) Controller cabinet #1

d) Vehicle mounted equipment

e) Manipulator adapter plate actuators and sensors

f) Tool actuators and sensors

5.1 Operator Console
The operator console consists of the following:

a) Hard interface panel

b) Hand controllers

c) Graphical user interface personal computer

d) Speaker

e) Video/pan-tilt unit equipment controllers and display monitors (ENEA Supplied)

The operator console interfaces with the following equipment:

a) Site power

b) Controller cabinet #2 AC power conditioning equipment relays

c) Vehicle microphone

d) Vehicle video equipment (ENEA Supplied)

5.1.1 Hard Interface Panel

The hard panel bypasses the control computers and is directly wired to the relay bank power equipment. It
provides the switches and lights necessary to improve system diagnosis and safety. It provides the
following features:

a) System controller power on/off switch

b) System controller power applied indicator

c) System emergency stop red mushroom button

d) Vehicle power off switch

e) Robot power off switch

f) Tool power off switch

5.1.2 Hand Controllers
A three degree-of-freedom translational and a three degree-of-freedom rotational rate hand controller will
be interfaced to two RS232 serial ports and the 5 VDC power supply on the Graphical User Interface
personal computer. The rotational hand controller will include features to reduce the operational burden.
These features include:
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a) Thumb operated mini-joystick and index finger operated trigger switch for making selections on the
graphical user interface

b) Two position spring return index finger operated switch for tool actuation (e.g. on/off)

c) Thumb operated two position switch for selecting two different hand controller gains.

d) Lower finger deadman bar switch

5.1.3 Graphical User Interface Personal Computer

A PC-compatible personal computer will be provided with a graphical user interface for selecting the
control modes and features and for displaying sensor data used to assist an operation or confirm that the
operation was successfully completed.

The personal computer will interface with the following equipment:

a) speaker,

b) microphone,

c) hand controllers,

d) system controller PC

e) site power.

The personal computer will have at least an SVGA monitor, Pentium processor, 32 MB RAM, 800 MB
hard drive, two RS232 interfaces, a 28.8 Kbaud modem, an ethernet interface card and a SoundBlaster
compatible sound card. The RS232 interfaces are used to interface the personal computer with the hand
controllers. The modem will provide the capability for an internet connection between SPAR and ENEA.
The ethernet card is used to interface this personal computer with the system controller personal
computer. The sound card will be used to interface with the speaker and microphone. It is planned to use
either the Windows NT or OS/2 operating system.

5.1.4 Speaker

A speaker will be provided to interface with the remote microphone mounted on the vehicle. The speaker
and the microphone will be interfaced to a sound card mounted in the Graphical User Interface PC sound
card.

5.1.5 Video/Pan-Tilt Unit Equipment Controllers and Display Monitors

It is planned to use the camera/lens/pan-tilt unit equipment controllers and display monitors available at
ENEA. This equipment must be capable of controlling any of the four vehicle mounted
camera/lens/pan/tilt unit assemblies mounted on the vehicle and the one camera/lens system mounted on
the robot. The equipment must also be capable of displaying any camera views on up to three different
monitors.

5.1.6 Site Power

It is assumed that the power supplied to the Graphical User Interface personal computer by ENEA will be:

a) one phase 108-132 VAC or 198-242 VAC,

b) 47-63 Hz.

c) 300 W
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5.2 Controller Cabinet #2

Controller cabinet #2 consists of the following:

a) System controller personal computer

b) AC/DC power conditioning equipment

c) Relays

d) Vehicle controller

e) Seal and pipe tool controller

The operator console interfaces with the following equipment:

a) Site power

b) Operation console hard panel and graphical user interface PC

c) Controller cabinet #1

d) Vehicle actuators, sensors, vacuum, flood lights and spot lights

e) Pipe and seal cutter tool

5.2.1 System Controller Personal Computer

The system controller personal computer primarily interfaces the graphical user interface personal
computer to the various equipment controllers and relays.

The persona] computer will interface with the following equipment:

a) Graphical user interface PC

b) Relays

c) Vehicle controller

d) Seal cutter and pipe tool controller

e) Controller cabinet #1 bolt tool controller, robot controller and force/moment sensor

The personal computer will have at least an SVGA monitor, Pentium processor, 32 MB RAM, 800 MB
hard drive, four RS232 or RS422 interface cards and an ethernet interface card. The RS232 or RS 422
serial interfaces link the system controller personal computer to the bolt tool controller, the robot
controller, the force/moment sensor and the programmable logic controller used for the relays. The
ethernet card is used to interface this personal computer with the graphical user interface personal
computer. It is planned to use either the Windows NT or OS/2 operating system.

5.2.2 AC/DC Power Conditioning Equipment

The power conditioning equipment provides power to all of the equipment, except for the operator console
and video equipment. The input power requirements are:

a) Three phase 380 VAC, SO Hz, 30 kVA (ENEA)

OR

b) Three phase 208 VAC, 60 Hz, 30 kVA (SPAR)
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The power equipment provides the following voltages for use in the Canadian Cabinets:

a) Three phase 220 VAC

b) Single phase 220 VAC

c) 24 VDC

d) +/-15VDC

A main power switch and a local site power active light will be provided on the cabinet.

5.2.3 Relays

The relay equipment provides the power switching necessary to implement emergency stops, computer
watchdog timers, safety circuits to avoid exposed power wires on the vehicle umbilical and tool exchange
plate, and equipment power failure diagnostics. It interfaces to the system controller personal computer,
the controller cabinet #1, the vehicle, and the operator console.

Specifically, it provides the following features:

a) vehicle amplifier power on/off and watchdog circuit.

b) robot controller power on/off, and possibly the robot controller watchdog circuit

c) pipe tool amplifier power on/off, and possibly watchdog circuit

d) bolt tool controller power on/off, and possibly watchdog circuit

e) seal cutter tool power on/off

f) tool exchange plate air pump power on/off with interlock to avoid activation when tool power present

g) coolant pump on/off

h) vacuum power on/off

i) flood lights power on/off

j) spot lights power on/off

k) tool camera light power on/off

1) tool present loop back signal with interlock to avoid applying power or tool services when no tool
present

m) manipulator adapter plate present loop back signal with interlock to avoid applying power or robot
services when no manipulator adapter plate present

n) local brake release switch for vehicle drive axis

o) local and remote emergency stops

p) system controller power on/off

q) power status signals for system controller, vehicle controller, robot controller, bolt tool, pipe tool and
seal cutter tool

Tool holder relays to avoid activating tool exchange plate when tool not in tool holder was not added to
DTP vehicle in order to simplify testing. This should be added to final ITER vehicle.

Brake release lines for the vehicle lift and pitch axes were not added due to the potential for accidental
payload motion. The use of dual sensors on these axes minimises the possibility that failures will result in
the inability to remove a vehicle from the duct. Depending upon the final ITER duct design, redundant
actuators on these axes may be needed to ensure that the vehicle can always be removed from the duct.
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5.2.4 Vehicle Controller

The vehicle controller controls all of the vehicle drive actuators based upon commands received from the
system controller and sensor signals from the vehicle. The controller will be implemented with off the
shelf motor amplifiers and PC motion control and interface boards. The control boards will be mounted in
ISE bus slots inside the system controller personal computer. The control boards will operate under the
following conditions:

Temperature Range: 0 to 60 °C (operating); -12 to 82 °C (storage)

Humidity: 10% to 95% (non-condensing)

5.2.5 Seal and Gripper Tool Controller

Design of the seal and pipe gripper tool controller is awaiting test results with preliminary tools. If
servomechanism control is required, then the control will be implemented using additional channels on
the vehicle controller hardware. If binary control is sufficient (e.g. tool on/off), then additional binary
inputs will be added to the relay equipment.

5.3 Controller Cabinet #1

Controller cabinet #1 consists of the following:

a) Robot controller

b) Bolt tool controller

c) Force/moment sensor processor

d) Safety gate and light interface

Controller cabinet #1 interfaces with the following equipment:

a) Controller cabinet #2 site power relays and system controller PC

b) Manipulator adapter plate robot, tool exchange plate and force/moment sensor

c) Bolt tool

d) Safety gate interlock and flashing light (ENEA supplied)

5.3.1 Robot controller

The robot controller will be interfaced to the system controller via an RS232 or RS422 serial link. The
emergency stop and power are interfaced to the power relays. It will operate under the following
conditions:

Power: Three phase 220 VAC + 10% to -15% within +/-1 Hz frequency band of 50 or

60 Hz

Temperature Range: 0 to 45 °C

Humidity: 0 to 75% for continuous operation

0 to 95% (non-condensing) for operation less than one month
The controller supports Genius or Allen Bradley input/output cards. Depending upon the results of the
tool prototyping activity, some tool input/output control may be performed through the robot controller in
order to simplify system programming and functional allocation.

In order to use the robot controller without electrical modifications, it must be located within 20 m of the
robot. Programs written in the motion programming language will be executed on the robot controller to
control all of the robot actuators. The programming features which may be used include the relocation
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of tool co-ordinates, the co-ordinated straight line tracking motion control and the ability to change
position register locations during a motion.

5.3.2 Bolt Tool Controller

The existing bolt tool controller will be used to perform tool control. It will be interfaced to the system
controller via an RS232 or RS422 serial link. The emergency stop and power will be interfaced to the
power relays. The controller has a 20 pin connector with the bolt tool for reading tool position and torque
data, commanding motion and applying power.

It will operate under the following conditions:

Power: 115 VAC or 230 VAC +/- 10% within frequency band of 47-63 Hz

Temperature Range: 0 to 50 °C

Humidity: 5 to 95% (non-condensing)

In order to use the tool controller without electrical modifications, it must be located within 15 m of the
bolt tool. The system controller will select alternative control modes and parameters for the bolt tool. The
controller currently supports the following control modes:

a) one stage, two stage or step controlled torque application until the torque is within a torque band,

b) one stage, two stage or step controlled torque application and angle monitoring until the torque and
angle are within their tolerance bands

c) one stage, two stage or step controlled angular motion and torque monitoring until the torque and
angle are within their tolerance bands

d) one stage, two stage or step controlled torque application and angular motion until the torque and
angle are within their tolerance bands

e) one stage, two stage or step controlled torque application and time monitoring until the torque and
time are within their tolerance bands

It is expected that both angular motion and torque will be controlled in order to ensure that the bolt is
firmly secured or released. It is planned to design the bolt interface to minimise free spinning of the socket
on the bolt head prior to engagement.

5.3.3 Force/Moment Sensor Processor

The existing force/moment sensor controller will be used to measure the force/moment sensor strain
gauges and convert the readings to Cartesian forces and moments at the force/moment sensor or tool co-
ordinate system. The sensor will be interfaced to the system controller via an RS232 or RS422 serial link.
The force/moment sensor may also be interfaced to the robot controller through an analog interface line in
order to reduce data latency. The supplied power will be interfaced to the power relays. The force/moment
sensor processor has a 15 pin connector to the force/moment sensor.

It will operate under the following conditions:

Power: 115 VAC or 230 VAC

Temperature Range: 0 to 50 °C (operating); -40 to 100 °C (storage)

Humidity: TBD
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5.3.4 Safety Gate and Light Interface

It is assumed that ENEA will provide measures to ensure safety of personnel when the duct vehicle system
is operating. To assist this, the following electrical connections will be provided:

a) A 24 VDC connection to the controller emergency stop. This could be used to interface to a perimeter
protection device, such as a safety gate interlock.

b) A single phase 220 VAC connection to the system controller power on. This connection could be
used to interface to a warning light.

5.4 Vehicle

The vehicle has the following on-board equipment:

a) vehicle actuators and sensors

b) cleaning vacuum and coolant pump

c) air pump

d) flood and spot lights

e) microphone

f) pan-tilt unit/ camera/ lens assemblies

It interfaces with the following equipment

a) controller cabinet #2 vehicle controller and power relays

b) operator console video/pan-tilt unit equipment controllers and graphical user interface PC speaker

5.4.1 Vacuum Cleaning System and Coolant Pump

A standard shop vacuum is planned for the vacuum cleaning system for the seal cutter tools. The vacuum
hose will be passed through the tool exchange plate. A vacuum full indicator may be interfaced to the
power relays to indicate to the operator when the vacuum must be emptied. The microphone will be used
by the operator to indicate that the vacuum is functioning when activated.

A coolant pump with a coolant reservoir is planned for the mist coolant system for some of the seal cutting
tools. The coolant pump power will be 24 VDC and will be interfaced to the power relays.

5.4.2 Air pump

The air pump provides air to actuate the tool exchange plate. The air pump power will be 24 VDC and will
be interfaced to the power relays.

5.4.3 Flood and Spot Lights

Flood lights will be provided for general scene illumination. Spot lights are planned to improve the
illumination during interface alignment at full camera zoom. Both sets of lights are interfaced to the
power relays. Power to the flood lights will be provided when vehicle camera power is activated. Spot
light power can be activated separately.

5.4.4 Microphone

An omni-directional microphone will be mounted on the front of the vehicle. The microphone will be used
to provide an audible confirmation of the operation of the devices. The microphone will be directly
interfaced to the operator console.
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5.4.5 Pan-Tilt Unit/ Camera/ Lens Assemblies

Four separate vehicle-mounted pan-tilt unit/ camera/ lens assemblies will be provided by ENEA. Two
assemblies will be mounted on the two upper corners of the lift frame. Two assemblies will be mounted in
the bottom corners. The assemblies will be directly interfaced to the operator console video/ pan-tilt unit
controllers and display monitors provided by ENEA. Interconnecting cables 80 m long from the vehicle
camera equipment to the operator console will be provided by CFFTP/SPAR. The equipment is provided
by ENEA

An additional camera and lens may be desired for viewing tool operations. Electrical wiring will be
provided for this additional unit.

5.5 Manipulator Adapter Plate

The manipulator adapter plate has the following on-board equipment:

a) robot actuators and sensors

b) tool exchange plate

c) force/moment sensor

d) tool holders

It interfaces with the following equipment

a) controller cabinet #1 robot controller, air pump and force/moment sensor processor.

b) power relays

5.5.1 Robot Actuators and Sensors

The standard 6 degree of freedom robot will be provided without modifications. No additional control
features will be added to the robot. This robot has the following capabilities:

Repeatability: +/- 0.15 mm

Wrist load moments: About shear direction: 175 Nm

About axial direction: 100 Nm

Maximum load capacity: 45 kg (with full acceleration and speed)

Maximum reach: 1.7 m

Maximum stroke: 1.3 m

Brakes: Fail-safe electric brakes

5.5.2 Tool Exchange Plate

The tool change plate has the following capabilities:

Electrical Signals: 37 pin D type connectors with 3A at 50 VDC per probe

Pneumatic Lines: 8

Lock/Unlock Air Pressure: 50 to 100 psi

Coupling Force: 11,000 N at 70 psi air pressure

Moment resistance: 685 N-m to maintain electrical contact
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5.5.3 Force/Moment Sensor

A force/moment sensor will be provided with the following capabilities;

Minimum force sensing resolution 2N

Minimum moment sensing resolution 0.1N.

5.5.4 Tool Holders

A custom tool holder for each tool will be provided. These tool holders may include a limit switch to
indicate that the tool has successfully been seated in the tool holder prior to releasing the tool exchange
plate.

5.6 Tools

The following tools will be provided:

a) Pipe gripper tool

b) Seal cutter tool

c) Bolt tool

Scars for a camera tool and light will be provided. The camera will be interfaced to the ENEA video
equipment. The light will be interfaced to the power relays.

The tools interface with the following equipment

a) Controller cabinet Ml pipe tool and seal tool controller

b) Controller cabinet #1 bolt tool controller

c) Manipulator adapter plate tool exchange plate and tool holders

The tools only have a mechanical interface with the tool holders. The tools pass their electrical signals
through the tool exchange plate.
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6 CONTROLLER EQUIPMENT SOFTWARE DESIGN
The duct vehicle system software is distributed among each of the various processors. The process
diagram shown in Figure 6-1 shows the mapping of the software processes on each of the hardware
processors. Each of these processes can be considered to be a high level software object. The state
transition diagram shown in Figure 6-2 shows the transitions among the states which occur due to
operator selections or system failures.

The system processes are as follows:

a) Graphical User Interface (GUI) process

b) Hand Controller (HandCtrl)

c) System Configuration (SysConfig)

d) Health Monitor (HealthMonitor)

e) Programmable Logic Controller Relays Input/Output (PlcIO)

f) Vehicle Control (VehicleCtrl)

g) Robot Control (RobotCtrl)

h) Bolt Tool Control (BoltToolCtrl)

i) Pipe Tool Control (PipeToolCtrl)

j) Cutter Tool Control (CutToolCtrl)

k) Robot Communication (RobotComm)

1) Actuator Control (ActuatorCtrl)

6.1 Vehicle Control

The vehicle control process initialises the vehicle servo-controllers, receives the control modes, features
and parameters from the system configuration process, receives the rate commands from the hand control
process, communicates with the servo-control hardware and passes signal and status data to the health
monitor.

There are two control modes for the vehicle:

a) Joint rate: The joint rates applied to the hand controllers are provided as inputs to joint rate
controllers for each drive axis.

b) Joint position: The joint position selected in the graphical user interface are provided as an inputs to
joint position controllers for each axis.

During operation, the vehicle absolute position sensor readings, the status of the limit switches, and the
health status of the servo-control hardware are continuously passed to the health monitor using
asynchronous communication. Servo-controller errors which may be monitored include:

a) output voltage limits exceeded

b) output current limits exceeded

c) motor and absolute position sensor cross-check failure

d) rate tracking limits exceeded in joint rate control mode

e) position tracking limits exceeded in joint position control mode
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6.2 Robot Control

There are four control modes for the robot:

a) Joint rate: The joint rates applied to the hand controllers are integrated and provided as joint position
commands to the robot controller. The joint must be selected by the operator prior to motion.

b) Joint position: The joint position selected in the graphical user interface are provided to the robot
controller.

c) Cartesian rate: The Cartesian rates applied to the hand controllers are integrated and provided as
inputs to the robot controller. If the force/moment accommodation control feature is selected, the
force/moment sensor readings are compensated by gravity and used to modify the operator
commanded rates.

d) Cartesian position : The Cartesian position selected in the graphical user interface are provided as an
inputs to the robot controller. If the force/moment accommodation control feature is selected, the
force/moment sensor readings are compensated by gravity and used to modify the trajectory executed
by the robot controller.
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Figure 6-1: Duct Vehicle System Process Mapping Diagram
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Figure 6-2: Duct Vehicle System State Transition Diagram
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7 INTERFACES WITH DTP MOCK-UP
The following interfaces are present between the duct vehicle system and the DTP Mock-up equipment:

a) Facility interfaces

b) Door interfaces

c) Rail interfaces

d) Pipe interfaces

e) Manipulator adapter storage interface

f) Rail adapter storage interface

g) Video system interfaces

Figures 7-1 and 7-2 show the equipment in position on duct 3 and duct 4 on DTP.

7.1 DTP Facility Interfaces

There are four types of interfaces between the duct vehicle system and the DTP facility:

a) Power:

• Controller Cabinet #2: Three phase, 380 VAC +10% to - 15%, 50 +/- 1 Hz, 30 kW

• Operator Console, excluding video equipment: One Phase, 198-242 VAC, 47-63 Hz, 300 W

• Operator Console ENEA video equipment: One phase 230 VAC

b) Equipment floor space (Refer to Appendix A for proposed floor space layout drawing):

• Operator console: 0.8 m by 1.2 m minimum table surface and chair is required for operator
console. Table and chair should be compatible with ergonomic setup for computer
equipment. Operator console is located within 10 m of controller cabinet #2.

• Controller cabinet #2: 2.1 m by 2.5 m minimum floor surface for two standard 19" (48 cm)
wide rack electronic enclosures with access corridors to front and rear panels after they are
opened. Overhead clearance should be 2.7 m. Upper surface should be exposed to ambient
air temperature for cooling fans. Controller cabinet #2 is located within 25 m of controller
cabinet #1.

• Controller cabinet #1: 2.1 m by 2.1 m minimum floor surface for one standard 19" (48 cm)
rack electronic enclosure with access corridors to the front and rear panels after they are
opened. Overhead clearance should be 2.7 m. Upper surface should be exposed to ambient
air temperature for cooling fans. Controller cabinet #1 is located within 18 m of maximum
vehicle travel along track.

• Duct Vehicle: 2.75 m wide by 4.9 m long by 2.8 m high minimum access envelope in one
location along track for maintenance with access corridors for personnel. In addition,
overhead access to the DTP facility crane and, if available, rear access to a DTP forklift.

• Manipulator adapter and stand: 3.5 m by 2.5 m minimum floor surface with access corridors
for personnel. In addition, overhead access by crane between the stand and the vehicle is
required.

• Rail adapter and stand: 3.5 m by 2.8 m minimum floor surface with access corridors for
personnel. In addition, overhead access by crane between the stand and the vehicle is
required.

• Duct Vehicle umbilical catrack: 2.5 m wide by 4 m long floor space located at end of rail
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with access corridors for personnel,

c) Safety Barrier

• Safety procedures at the ITER site may require a safety barrier (visual lines or to be
constructed along the length of the track to prevent personnel from entering the robot or
vehicle workspace. This would require a corridor along the track of at least 2.75 m wide if a
visual barrier is used or 3.5 m if a fixed barrier is used.

• Controller cabinet #1 will provide a 24 VDC connection to the emergency stop line and a
single phase 220 VAC connection to the system controller power for safety gate interlocks
and a flashing light near the duct respectively

7.2 Door Interfaces
There are six door interfaces defined to make the door compatible with remote maintenance equipment
similar to the duct vehicle system. These interfaces are:

a) Pick-up interface to door

b) Door latch to door

c) Door latch to door frame

d) Door centering guide to door frame

e) Seal to door and door frame

f) Bolt interface to door

These interface concepts are shown in the ITER L-7 Door Mock-Up Sub-Assembly Drawing 201201
provided in Appendix A. The door centering guide concept is still undefined. Access restrictions for the
duct vehicle, robot, tools and camera views are needed in addition to the mechanical features. It is
assumed that the door to door frame clearance is 10 mm on each side of the door and 20 mm on the top of
the door.

7.3 Rail Interfaces
There are four rail interfaces defined to make the removable rail section compatible with remote
maintenance equipment similar to the duct vehicle system. These interfaces are:

a) Bolt interface/alignment guides to removable rail section

b) Rail adapter to removable rail section

c) Removable rail section bolt interface/alignment guides to rail section mount

d) Removable rail section to neighbouring rail

These interface concepts are shown in the ITER L-7 Rail Mock-Up Sub-Assembly Drawing 201211
provided in Appendix A. Access restrictions for the duct vehicle, robot, tools and camera views are needed
in addition to the mechanical features. It is assumed that the rail mounts for mounting the removable rail
section across the door frame will be aligned such that the removable rail section will be aligned within
+/- 2 mm of the fixed rail section or the neighbouring removable rail section. It is also assumed that with
this misalignment tolerance, the maximum length of two removable rail sections is the longitudinal
wheelbase of the vehicle which is 2.65 m.
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7.4 Pipe Interfaces

There are two pipe interfaces defined to make the pipe section removable or moveable with remote
maintenance equipment similar to the duct vehicle maintenance system. These interfaces are:

a) Bolt interface/alignment guide to pipe

b) Bolt interface/alignment guide to pipe supports

c) Pipe grip interface to pipe

These interface concepts are shown in the ITER L-7 Pipe Mock-Up General Assembly Drawing tbd
provided in Appendix A. The concept in this drawing does not show the bolt interface. If required, the
bolt interface concept is identical to the bolt interface shown on the door and the rail section in order to
make it compatible with the bolt tool. Access restrictions for the duct vehicle, robot, tools and camera
views are needed in addition to the mechanical features.

7.5 Manipulator Adapter Storage Interface

The manipulator adapter must be stored on a stand when it is not located on a vehicle. If desired, the stand
built for proof-of-principle tests may be used by the DTP. This stand would require bolting to the floor.
Alternatively, the stand pick-up interface could be mounted to a DTP provided stand. The stand concept is
shown in the ITER L-7 Manipulator Adapter Stand Drawing 200951 provided in Appendix A.

7.6 Rail Adapter Storage Interface

The rail adapter must be stored on a stand when it is not located on a vehicle. If desired, the stand built for
proof-of-principle tests may be used by the DTP. This stand would require bolting to the floor.
Alternatively, the stand pick-up interface could be mounted to a DTP provided stand. The stand concept is
shown in the ITER L-7 Manipulator Adapter Stand Drawing 200949 provided in Appendix A.

7.7 Video System Interfaces

With the exception of the cabling between the duct vehicle and the operator interface, the video system
will be supplied by ENEA. This includes the pan-tilt units, cameras, lenses, video switch matrix, display
monitors, controllers and 230 VAC power to the operator console video equipment. The lights and the
230 VAC power to the cameras will be supplied by CFFTP/SPAR.

The interfaces to the duct vehicle system are:

a) Duct vehicle to pan-tilt unit mechanical interface

b) Operator console video equipment electrical interface

c) Vehicle-mounted pan-tilt unit/ camera and lens electrical interface

The pan/tilt unit concept and the electrical interface wiring is provided in Appendix A.
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Figure 7-1: Equipment at DTP Duct 3
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Figure 7-2: Equipment at DTP Duct 4
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Appendix A: Duct Vehicle System to DTP Interface Data

The following data is contained in this Appendix:

a) Facility interfaces

Reference Figures 7.1 and 7.2

b) Door interfaces

ITER L-7 Door Interface Drawing 201201

c) Rail interfaces

ITER L-7 Rail Interface Drawing 201211

d) Pipe interfaces

View of pipe concept under discussion

e) Manipulator adapter storage interface

ITER L-7 Manipulator Adapter Stand Drawing 200951

f) Rail adapter storage interface

ITER L-7 Rail Adapter Stand Sub-Assembly Drawing 200949

g) Video system interfaces

Pan/Tilt Unit Drawing 20939

Video System Electrical Wiring Interface from Operator Console to Duct Vehicle

The attached drawings are provided for reference only due to ongoing discussions on the details of some
of these interfaces.
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Video System Electrical Wiring Interface from Operator Console to Duct Vehicle

The following video system wiring interface between each of the four on-board vehicle pan-tilt unit/ camera/ lens
assemblies and the operator console video equipment An additional set of cables for a tool camera and lens will
also be provided. Except for power, all cables will have an overall shield.

Function

Cable Between Controller and Pan-
Tilt Unit/Lens

Tilt up
Tilt down
Pan left
Pan right
Automatic
Common for Pan-tilt unit
Lens zoom
Focus in/out
Iris open/close
Common

Video Cable Between Video Switcher
and Each Camera

Video signal
Common Video Cable Between Video
Switcher and All Cameras in Series

Gen. lock video synch, signal
Common Power Cable Between
Control Cabinet #2 and All Cameras
and Lights

Power
Power Common

Wire Gauge (AWGV Colour/
Connector

22 / yellow/ not terminated
22/ brown/ not terminated
22/ pink/ not terminated
22/ gray/ not terminated
22/ green/ not terminated
22/ white/ not terminated
22/ black/ not terminated
22/ red/ not terminated
22/ red or blue/ not terminated
22/ blue, violet, pink, gray/ not
terminated

RG-59U/ none/ BNC Connector

RG-59U/ none/ BNC Connector

16/ none/ not terminated
16/ none/ not terminated

Voltage and Current

230 VAC @ 0.5 A
230 VAC @ 0.5 A
230 VAC ® 0.5 A
230 VAC ® 0.5 A
230 VAC &, 0.5 A
Common
+/-12 VDC @ 50 mA
+/-12 VDC <©, 50 mA
+/-12 VDC @ 50 mA
Common

standard video

standard video

230 VAC &, 2A
Common
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Appendix B: Duct Vehicle, Manipulator Adapter and Rail Adapter Drawings

The following data is contained in this Appendix:

a) HER L-7 Duct Vehicle Concept Drawing 200946 (2 pages)

b) ITER L-7 Rail Adapter Sub-Assembly Drawing 200950

c) ITER L-7 Manipulator Adapter Sub-Assembly Drawing 200948

These drawings are provided for reference only.
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Appendix C: STEM Data Sheet

This Appendix includes data on the STEM technology.
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SPAR
STEM Units

1.0 Introduction

This document explores the benefits gained in the use of the Storable Tubular Extendible
Member (STEM). Typical usage in a number of applications is discussed. STEM units are
tape based deployable booms where the boom is stored on a roll and when used it is
allowed to form into a variable length pole. Spar have been developing STEM technology
for over 30 years for a variety of terrestrial and space applications. The majority of
terrestrial applications are related to viewing and inspection. While a number of
applications can only be mapped with multi degree of freedom manipulators, like the Light
Duty Utility Arm (LDUA) [1], a significant number are suitable for simpler technologies like
STEMs. STEMs for inspection exist in both straight deploying and "steerable" forms, the
steerable versions allowing the deployment direction to be changed once the tape has
passed initial obstructions. In this document section 2 explains the design of the unit,
section 3 gives specifications of our most popular units, and section 4 shows some typical
terrestrial applications.

2.0 STEM Technology overview

STEM technology has been exploited for over 40 years in such diverse applications as
deploying sensors over the moon on the Apollo spacecraft and, deploying flashing lights
from police cars at accident scenes throughout Europe. Storable Tubular Extendible
Member (STEM) masts, as shown in figure 1, consist of rolls of metal tape that, when
deployed, form a tubular mast. The normal configuration is the BiSTEM which has the mast
cross section made up from an overlapped pair of partial circumference tapes. This
configuration allows the deployment mechanism to be made considerably shorter and has
thus been the most common variation of STEM for over 25 years.

Support Rollers
Pre-formed Metal Tape

Formed Rigid Boom

Stainless Steel Tape Flattened
and Stored on Drums

Figure 1, How a BiSTEM works
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For terrestrial applications the masts are manufactured from specially treated stainless
steel. They exist in a number of sizes and strengths. For terrestrial applications masts of
between 0.86" and 3.12" diameter are normally used. Typical properties for stainless steel
Bi-STEMs are shown in the following table.

Diameter (in)

Tape weight (Ib per in)

Torsional stiffness (Ib.in2 /rad)

Ultimate Bending Moment (in-lb)

Cross Sectional area (in2)

0.86

0.00725

2.24

314

0.025

1.34

0.0162

9.85

937

0.056

2.00

0.0325

40.2

2500

0.112

3.12

0.0706

171

8240

0.244

Table 1 Typical properties of BiSTEM masts

The masts for horizontal applications are typically made with more layers at the root to give
a tapered effect. Using this nesting the bending moment capacity can be increased by up to
a factor of 10.
Masts are normally designed for payloads between 5 and 50 pounds, though they are
capable of use with much larger payloads. The tensile capacity of the basic mast is
normally several tonnes giving a large margin of safety. A number of techniques can be
used to increase the torsional stiffness if required.
Deployment mechanisms vary considerably from the small single use "jack in the box" type
used in space to versions with multiple support structures and facilities to allow cable
umbilicals to be fed up the middle of the mast as it is deployed. The units for nuclear
applications normally use electric drives with secondary backup drive input shafts and
either limit switches or length sensors. Mechanism life is normally at least 50 thousand
cycles with boom tapes being a replaceable item. Boom tape life varies considerably with
tape type, application and deployment mechanism design but is normally between 1000
and 10,000 cycles.
Steerable versions exist where the mast has a joint added somewhere along its length. A
steerable 2" unit is shown in figure 5. In the steerable version joints are normally inserted at
fixed positions in the deployment path of the tape. These steerable joints give a pivoting of
up to 120 degrees in a single axis. The joints allow masts to be deployed out at an angle to
the access penetration giving a much greater operational envelope for the camera head.
The use of joints allows a smaller package to be deployed into the work space as well as
decreasing risk by keeping the key mechanism parts at the accessible end of the
penetration. For inspection applications the unit is normally supplied with a single joint in
the tape and an external roll joint on the mechanism. This allows the mast tip to be
deployed in a hemispherical work space about the opening of the access penetration.
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3.0 Available Spar BiSTEMs

The following are the most commonly supplied BiSTEMs. These units can be supplied with
multiple tapes for increased bending capacity if required. In addition to these units there is
a large catalogue of designs we have built in the past 30 years which could be supplied if
requested. These semicustom units include a heavy duty 3.12" diameter tape unit which is
being used in an ongoing nuclear project. All units can be supplied with a variety of extra
features including alternate drive motors and deployment length sensors. The 1 3/8"
diameter BiSTEM mast shown in figure 2 is a typical example. It is designed to bolt onto a
standard 4" stand pipe flange and deploy a camera up to 30' down into a waste tank.

3.1 Spar 1.34" diameter dual spool BiSTEM

Closed Size: 14.2" x 9" x 9" (maximums)
Weight: 28 lbs (including 4" pipe flange and studs)
Extension: 30 feet (mechanism can be used for more)
Payload: 15 lbs tensile
Operation: Any direction, up and sideways subject to bending and buckling limits.
Bending load: 937 in-lbs ultimate (suggest not to exceed 50% of this in normal use).
Buckling load: Dependant on extension and support. Consult Spar for further details.
Drive: 130 V DC with variable speed supply, 1/2" square socket for backup

retraction.
Safety: Limit switch on extension and over-travel on retraction.

3.2 Spar 2" diameter dual spool BiSTEM

Closed Size: 24 x 16" x 11" (maximums)
Weight: 96 lbs
Extension: 45 feet (mechanism can be used for more)
Payload: 30 lbs tensile
Operation: Any direction, up and sideways subject to bending and buckling limits.
Bending load: 2500 in-lbs ultimate (suggest not to exceed 50% of this in normal use).
Buckling load: Dependant on extension and support Consult Spar for further details.
Drive: 130 V DC with variable speed supply, 1/2" square socket for backup

retraction.
Safety: Limit switch on extension and over-travel on retraction.
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Figure 2,1 3/8" diameter BiSTEM mast unit SPAR
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Figure 3, 2" diameter BiSTEM mast unit S P A R
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4.0 Applications and Experience

Over the last decade STEM units have been used for sensor and camera
deployment at a number of nuclear facilities and DOE sites, including SRC, INEL and
WHG. Uses have included inspection of fuel ponds, gloveboxes and hot cells. While the
281b package of the 1.34" BiSTEM makes it ideal for tank inspection the most commonly
used BiSTEM is the more rugged 2" unit. This unit provides an extra degree of strength and
has been used for many tasks including cleaning and inspecting fuel channels in CANDU
power stations. Figure 4 shows a 2" unit used to deploy cutting, welding and inspection
tooling down coolant pipes in a nuclear research application. In multi layer form this unit
also gives enough strength and stiffness to deploy a camera head 25 feet sideways. Figure
5 shows a prototype 2" steerable STEM unit. Figure 6 shows a typical application of a
STEM in its steerable form to inspect a waste tank.

5.0 References

1. P. Kruse & B. Carteret, Light Duty Utility Remote Manipulator for Underground Storage
Tank Inspection and Characterisation, ICEM 95, October 1995, Berlin Germany.

Figure 4, BiSTEM for pipe tool deployment
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Figure 6, Steerable 3 i STEM in a waste tank


